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THIS ESSAY IS THE FIRST INVESTIGATION of a rare sixteenth-century Ot-

toman genealogical scroll that is archived in the Laurentian Library in Florence, the

Subhat-al-Akhbar.1 The scroll’s preface identifies the author as Shafii al-Sharif,

who addresses Sultan Süleyman as the sitting padshah, or king of kings. No reliable

historiographical or biographical information on the production or provenance of

al-Sharif ’s scroll exists. Three later versions of Subhat-al-Akhbar from the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries that are based on al-Sharif ’s are preserved in theVi-

ennaNational Library and theMetropolitanMuseum inNewYork.2 An early exam-

ple of the genealogy of Ottoman rulers, al-Sharif ’s Laurentian scroll was produced
Contact Mahnaz Yousefzadeh at New York University (my16@nyu.edu).
1. Subhat-al-Akhbar, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana (hereafter BML), ms. Or. 429. The scroll ap-

pears in two catalogs with the following names: first, as “Il rosario della storia” (Rosary of History) in
Angelo Piemontese’s Catalogo di manoscritti persiani conservati nelle biblioteche d’Italia (Rome, 1989),
61; and second, as “Tabula Chronologica Dynastiarum” (Chronological table of rulers) in Stefano E.
Assemani’s Bibliothecae Mediceae Laurentianae et Palatinae Codicum Mss. Orientalium Catalogus
(Florence, 1742), 221. I located the scroll while creating a survey of Persian and Arabic manuscripts
in the Laurentian Library in 2009.

2. Two later Ottoman genealogical scrolls, based on al-Sharif ’s Subhat-al-Akhbar, are housed at the
National Library in Vienna, and they delineate the genealogy of the Ottoman Sultans to Mustafa III
andMurad III. Cataloged as “Der Rosenkranz der Kunden” and “zweites exemplar derselben genealogis-
chen tabelen” (second copy of the same genealogical table) in Gustav Flügel, Die arabischen, persischen,
türkischen Handschriften der Kaiserlich und Königlichen Hofbibliothek zu Wien (Vienna, 1865), 75–76,
nos. 839, 840. For the copy in the Metropolitan Museum of Art, see G. M. Meredith-Owens, “A Gene-
alogical Roll in theMetropolitanMuseum,” in IslamicArt in theMetropolitanMuseumof Art, ed. Richard
Ettinghausen (New York, 1972), 87–90. Despite being dedicated to Süleyman I, the record of genealogy
ends in the reign ofMehmed IV (1648–87) and is thus a later production than the copy in the Laurentian
Library.
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during the later period of Sultan Süleyman theMagnificent’s reign (1512–66), when

the sultan commissioned both the Shāhnāma of theHouse of ʿOsmān, a five-volume

universal history, and theGreat Imperial Scroll, orTomar.3 Al-Sharif ’s project, I will

argue, is independent of these commissioned documents.4 Aside from two catalog

entries, it is unknown to scholars.5

The following remarks will situate the significance of al-Sharif ’s scroll in a three-

fold context: (a) the Persico-Islamic genealogical tradition, (b) Renaissance human-

ist revisionist historiographies of Asia, and (c) Medici policies and their practice of

collecting oriental manuscripts. This three-tiered setting will ultimately illuminate

a reading about the reception of al-Sharif ’s Ottoman scroll in Florence, informed

byWalter Benjamin’s writings on time and image. I will argue that al-Sharif ’s scroll

could be viewed as a Persico-Islamic visual solution to the problem of genealogical

representation in the early modern period, one different from the model adopted in

Europe—a two-dimensional tree.

The historical program of al-Sharif ’s document, following the practices of East-

ern Islamic historiography from the preceding two centuries (mainly those of In-

dia and Iran), synthesizes two distinct and rival traditions: the Islamic story of the

prophets and the tradition of Persian royal genealogy. The timeline of the scroll

commences with Adam, the first man and ruler according to the Quranic tradition,

and with Kiumars, the first Persian King, who, according to Persian mythology, es-

tablished civilization on earth. The scroll’s timeline endswith the death of Süleyman

and the 1566 ascent of Selim II.

The earliest reference to the scroll—in Stefano Assemani’s BibliothecaeMediceae

Laurentianae et Palatinae catalog—provides no information on its provenance.6

The other reference to the scroll, in Angelo Piemontese’s Catalogo di manoscritti

persiani, indicates that the text was commissioned by Sultan Süleyman, as is sug-
3. For a preliminary discussion of the Tomar, see Fatma Eryilmaz, “From Adam to Süleyman: Vi-
sual Representations of Authority in ʿĀrif ’ Shāhnāma-yi Āl-i ʿOsmān,” in Writing History at the Ot-
toman Court: Editing the Past, Fashioning the Future, ed. H. Erdem Çıpa and Emine Fetvacı (Bloom-
ington, IN, 2013), 100–127.

4. In “From Adam to Mehmed III,” Serpil Bağcı identifies three royal genealogists in Sultan
Süleyman’s court. Two of them, Mehmed Ramazan and Yusuf Abdulatif, were writing in Turkish. She
suggests that they were in turn “inspired” by the work of Shafii al-Sharif in Persian. Bağcı’s survey of
Subhat-al-Akhbars, based on al-Sharif, does not mention the Laurentian copy of the scroll but only later
copies held in Vienna and in the Metropolitan Museum. See Serpil Bağcı, “From Adam to Mehmed III:
OttomanGenealogy,” inThe Sultan’s Portrait: Picturing theHouse of Osman, ed. SelmanKangal, trans. P.
Mary Isin (Istanbul, 2000), 188–202. In her footnotes, Bağcımentions a fourth copy held in the National
Library in Paris as the “earliest known copy of this work known as Subhat-al-Akhbar” (ibid., 194 n. 7).

5. No study of Ottoman genealogies of any kind has mentioned this Laurentian copy, and further
personal inquiries with the authors of these studies have established that this copy remains virtually
unknown.

6. Assemani, Bibliothecae Mediceae Laurentianae et Palatinae, 221.
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gested by al-Sharif ’s preface.7 Yet al-Sharif is actually vague on the point. Serpil

Bağcı’s recent studies of Ottoman Silsilname (Book of dynasties) mentions al-Sharif

as the earliest Ottoman genealogist, who would go on to inspire the work of two

prominent genealogists in Süleyman’s court.8As I suggest below, the scrollwas likely

created as a kind of study in the hopes of obtaining for its author the position of

şehnāmeci (imperial chronicler), which became available after the death of theĀrif,

the official şehnāmeci as well as the author and composer of the Shāhnāma of the

House of ʿOsmān.

AL - SHARIF ’ S LAURENT IAN SCROLL

Al-Sharif ’s scroll is sevenmeters long and thirty-six centimeters wide. It consists of

a short textual preface in Persian, followed by a diagrammatic genealogy, that is, a

genealogical tree that traces the lineage from Adam. The tree forms a complicated

diagram, consisting of text, black and red lines, and circles/discs around names. It is

clearly not of the scope, complexity, and beauty of the Tomar, the Great Imperial

Scroll. The latter is considerably longer and is adorned with maps and astrological

roundels.9 Even when compared to a later production, the Subhat-al-Akhbar scroll

in the ViennaNational Library, the aesthetic value of al-Sharif ’s version isminimal.

Al-Sharif was clearly neither an artist nor a calligrapher, nor was he working with a

person skilled in these crafts. The calligraphy is quite simple and, at times, even

sloppy. The document thus appears to be a draft or sketch.

Al-Sharif begins his preface with “praise, gratitude, and reverence” for Ḥakīmī

Qadīmī (God), the ancient wise ruler who created Adam and who wrote the orig-

inal sạhị̄fa, or book of life. Ḥakīmī Qadīmī granted the “banner of grandeur and

wisdom to Adam and his descendants, inviting them to rule over the entire world”

(Lavā kerāma fazlīya bar maġāreqi ahli alam bar afrāsht).10 Ḥakīmī Qadīmī also

bestowed the “radiant seal” (Toġrāī ġarāī) to Adam as a divine investiture to gov-

ern.11 After Adam, al-Sharif mentions the Prophet Muhammad and his successors,

the Caliphs, who serve as spiritual and historical authorities. Al-Sharif then intro-

duces himself, adding his reasons for writing such a history.12 He states that he

had been contemplating a history of rulers for some time, emphasizing that he
7. Piemontese, Catalogo di manoscritti persiani, 61.
8. Bağcı, “From Adam to Mehmed III,” 188.
9. Described in Fatma Eryilmaz, “The Şehnāmecis of Sultan Süleyman: `Arif and Eflatun and Their

Dynastic Project” (PhD diss., University of Chicago, 2010).
10. BML, Or. 429, lines 1–2. This and all following translations are mine.
11. Ibid., lines 2–3.
12. Ibid., line 7.
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had taken into consideration the work of those who had already chronicled this

past. He wondered, he notes, what he could contribute to that labor, as he was re-

luctant simply to repeat what his predecessors had already done very well: “It had

been years since the creator of this compilation [taʿlīf ] and the inventor of this

composition [tasṇīf ], your humble servant Shafii al-Sharif . . . wanted to compile

and write a history of rulers and of past events. But whatever came to mind had

already been admirably done. Finally, I thought of creating [vad ̣ʿ ] this list/branch

[ ǧarīda].”13

Al-Sharif conceived of this scroll as an original contribution. He suggests that he

had wanted to write a “history of rulers” for some time. But because of changed cir-

cumstances, he implies, he has been able to envision this ǧarīda, the word he uses for

the scroll.14 He is explicit and emphatic that this endeavor places him in a vulner-

able position, claiming that he will likely become the target of jealous attacks by foes

and harsh criticism from friends.15 He adds that he therefore seeks the judgment

and protection of Padshah Süleyman, he “whose name saves one from all evil, em-

powers feeble natures, his wisdom uplifts the lowly, the king who is descendent

from Caliphs, the king of kings with angelic nature, Alexander with Aristotelian

qualities, Keykhosraw who ascends to the sky, and is beloved by the world. [He]

is the kholāseyī, the purest essence of the ʿOsmānians.”16

After this preamble, al-Sharif announces the dynasties that he will be including

in his genealogical schema. The basic program of the scroll, he notes, will comprise

two lines of kings, pagan or pre-Islamic (Jāheliya) and Islamic. He chronicles the

pagan kings as well as the duration of their reigns (which precede the coming of the

ProphetMuhammad). These include Pishdādian, Kiāniān, Askāniān, and Sāssaniān.

The Islamic kings emerge after the Prophet Muhammad. They comprise twelve

tiers: Ben Amir (9 rulers in 40 years), Abbāsids (37 rulers in 523 years), Sāmānians

(9 rulers in 106 years), Saffārian (3 rulers in 50 years),Dāyale (15 rulers in 237 years),

Banī Sabknabīn (13 rulers in 172 years), Khawrazmiān (9 rulers in 132 years),

Seljuqiān (3 rulers in 169 years), Salghuriān (11 rulers in 131 years),MolahadAlmūt

(8 rulers in 172 years), Chingiz Khan, and ʿOsmānian, for “eternity and the end of

time” (‘Abad, Enqerāz Zamān’; fig. 1).17

Al-Sharif ’s eschatological genealogy formulates the recent Ottoman dynasty

as the synthesis and fruition of both Iranian mythology and the Islamicate legacy.
13. Ibid., lines 7–8.
14. Ĝarīda is a branch, a list, or an administrative register.
15. BML, Or. 429, lines 11–13.
16. Ibid., lines 15–16.
17. My list is from al-Sharif ’s introduction to the body of the scroll.
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Figure 1. Shafii al-Sharif, Subhat-al-Akhbar. Scroll. (Florence, Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana

ms. Or. 429.) Reproduced with permission ofMiBACT. Further reproduction by any means is prohibited
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The seven-meter-long diagrammatic genealogy shows a descending schema and

reads vertically. The central line beginswithAdam, uponwhomGod bestowed both

knowledge and authority. Authority descends through the Adamic line. After Adam,

a set of biblical prophets follows, still in the central portion of the canvas. To the left

of the central line, the Persian dynasties begin with Kiūmars, the civilizer-king who

appears in the pre-diluvian tier next to the great-grandson of Adam, Qīnan, the

son of Anoush, from whom he is descended.18 The legitimating work of this Otto-

man genealogical project—specifically the adoption of the royal genealogy of a

neighboring rival dynasty, the Safavids of Persia—is a strategy that Eryilmaz sug-

gests “could have been considered downright haughty.”19 Indeed, the Ottomans,

who are displayed at the scroll’s end, are centrally located, without any dynasties to

the left or the right, and appear to represent the culmination of a universal history that

includes all known ancient dynasties. Remarkably, a close investigation of the scroll’s

diagram reveals that it traces the line of the Ottoman Sultans, bypassing the Islamic

dynastiesand leapingdirectly toMaagin,aprophet contemporaneouswith themyth-

ical and celebrated Persian King Jamshīd, in the immediate post-diluvian age.

Al-Sharif ’s design for a legitimizing genealogy of Ottoman Sultans, specifically

his adoption of the royal genealogy of a rival neighbor, becomes clearer when seen

as a development of, as well as a response to, Islamic and Italian Renaissance revi-

sionist historiographies of Asia, as conceived in the preceding century. In both his-

toriographical revisions, pre-Islamic Persian royal mythology was revived for geo-

political and ideological purposes. In fact, as will be seen later in this essay, in the

Florentine and Roman humanist realignment of Asia, Persia emerges as an ancient

monarchy and a possible ally for Christian and Western powers against the Otto-

man threat.

GENEALOGICAL TREES IN I SLAMIC HISTOR IOGRAPHY

In his comprehensive and original survey of the origins of genealogical trees of Is-

lamic history, Evrim Binbaş has shown that these schemas appeared at around the

same time as they did in Europe, during the early thirteenth century, flourishing
18. The right side is blank until the branch that depicts the Pharaonic and Arabian rulers appears
(much later).

19. Writing about ʿĀrif ’s Shāhnāma, Eryilmaz observes: “Aspiring to write a second Shāhanāma,
the great classic of the Islamicate cultural world, more than five hundred years later (after Firdawisī)
was a rather daring—if not arrogant—feat for a writer. Adapting an epic that chronicles the mythic
past of a rivaling eastern neighbor in order to glorify Ottoman lineage and its contemporaneous de-
scendants could have been considered downright haughty” (Eryilmaz, “From Adam to Süleyman,”
100).
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over the course of the sixteenth century.20 Binbaş uses the phrase “genealogical tree”

to refer to all diagrammatic representations of genealogy—not only arboreal—as

distinct from prose genealogies, which have an older history.21 Such prose geneal-

ogies include trees that appear in one folio as well as a series of folios forming a co-

dex. As such, these genealogies are the typological predecessors of al-Sharif ’s scroll.

The first surviving Islamic genealogical tree—a twelfth- and thirteenth-century

representation of a genealogy in diagrammatic form—is Shajarīye Ansāb, com-

posed in Lahore by Fakh-i Modabbir (d. 1229) during the Dehli Sultanate.22 It

was thus in this Persianate region of north India that the form of the genealogical

tree first developed and flourished. A key feature of these genealogies is their inclu-

sion and synthesis of the Islamic prophetic tradition and the Iranian dynastic line.

Textual evidence supports the argument that the tree schema was specifically in-

vented to solve the eschatological problem of representing descent and ascent. A

tree can be inverted, as prose cannot be. It can be read from top to bottom or from

bottom to top, as the author of Shajarīye Ansāb suggests:

When all [information] was known and collected, a year, day and night had

to be passed in reflection, and engineering-like effort had to be exerted in de-

ciding how the relationships would occur in the composition of this book,

because connecting father to father [pidar bā pidar], and branch to branch

[shākh dar shākh] is very difficult. Establishing these affiliations is a thousand

times more laborious than extracting and bringing [them] together. How

can one connect these relationships branch by branch to Adam in an orderly

and uninterrupted fashion? This difficult system of writing [kitābat] should

be executed in such amanner that it should come downward from the top, or

move up from the bottom to the top.23

The form of the tree not only addresses the diachronic problem of ascent or de-

scent, but it is also particularly suitable for uniting different and even conflicting

traditions, thereby representing a universal history. The diagram visually and spa-
20. İlker Evrim Binbaş, “The Structure and Function of the Genealogical Tree in Islamic Histori-
ography (1200–1500),” in Horizons of the World: Festschrift for İsenbike Togan, ed. İlker Evrim Binbaş
and Nurten Kılıç-Schubel (Istanbul, 2011), 465–544.

21. The distinction between the tree schema and a prose representation of genealogy was under-
stood by early compilers of genealogies. For example, Ilkhanid Ibn al-Tịqtạqā (as quoted in Bağcı,
“From Adam to Mehmed III”) notes that, in prose, the father precedes the son; in a tree, the son pre-
cedes the father. See ibid.

22. The document is now kept in the Chester Beatty Library in Dublin (call no. 364). For the prov-
enance of this unique manuscript of the Shajarīye Ansāb, see Binbaş, “Structure and Function,” 470–
74.

23. Written by the author of Shajarīye Ansāb, Fakhr-i Mudabbir, and quoted in ibid., 476–77.
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tially joins Islamic tradition and Persian mythical history into a single design. To

reiterate, linear prose genealogies are unable to achieve a similar amalgamation.

The form of the tree was developed and employed nearly a century after the one

made for the Dehli Sultanate in order to represent the universal histories composed

for the Ilkhanid rulers of Persia. These rulers, who often sought written legitimiza-

tion for their new ideologies, revived pre-Islamic symbolism and history.24 Rashīd

al-Dīn was one of the primary elaborators of genealogical histories of this new re-

gime.25 His Shu’ab-i panjgāna introduced a major innovation that revolutionized

the elaboration of genealogical trees across the Islamic world. Both his earlier works,

including his four-volume history of the world, Jami al Tavārikh, and the above-

mentioned Shajarīye Ansāb from Lahore, contained genealogical trees in separate

folios, attached as if to form a single book.26 Although conceived as a codex,

Shu’ab-i panjgāna introduces continuity between the folios, depicting the entirety

of world history in one genealogical tree using a single diagram, so to speak. The

sense of historical continuity is achieved through the use of a single line, which

starts from Adam and reaches Rashīd al-Dīn’s patron, Ghāzān Khān, after passing

through all dynasties and generations. Thus were numerous individual genealogies

displayed as one visual narrative. Alterations in the genealogical trees were bound

to a universalist worldview that attempted to represent the entire history of man-

kind in a single pictorial illustration.

According to Binbaş, Rashīd al-Dīn created Shu’ab-i panjgāna or his genealog-

ical tree to serve as a shorthand reference to his four-volume universal history Jami

al Tavārikh mentioned above. The form was “invented” to transform the prose

history of all known dynasties into a diagram that would serve as a useful mne-

monic device, or as an ekphrastic guide.27 This form of genealogical speculation

and experimentation was pursued throughout the fifteenth-century rule of the

Timurid dynasty, as genealogical fictions together with figural innovations were

once again placed in the service of political legitimation. Timur (1393–1405), of

nonaristocratic background, invented a lineage that connected him to the presti-

gious Chingiz Khan. Muʻizz al-ansāb (1426–30), a genealogy that emphasized

the unity and primacy of the Timurid dynasty, survives as an album of folios.28
24. Abolala Soudavar, The Aura of Kings: Legitimacy and Divine Sanction in Iranian Kingship (Costa
Mesa, CA, 2003).

25. Binbaş, “Structure and Function,” 492.
26. Ibid., 482.
27. Al-Dīn believed that he was the “inventor” (mukhtari) of the genealogical tree. Twice in the list

of his works, he claims that he invented the form. Ibid., 487.
28. Ibid., 519.
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Binbaş suggests that the text might have been first composed as a scroll; only later

was it cut into folios. Its originality, inmy view, lies in its composition as one unified

diagram, held together visually by the single central line running throughout all

folios, thus preparing it to be read vertically.

While the program of al-Sharif ’s Subhat-al-Akhbar is part of a Persico-Islamic

tradition, at least three centuries old at the time, its most immediate context is the

reign of Sultan Süleyman (1512–66). Toward the end of his rule, Sultan Süleyman

commissioned a universal history project from Ārif,29 the court şehnāmeci (narra-

tor of Shāhnāma). ʿĀrif ’ Shāhnāma-yi Āl-i ʿOsmān, conceived in five volumes, is a

creative and strategic Ottoman synthesis of the Persian and Islamic traditions. The

first volume, for example—the book of biblical prophets from Adam30—includes

Persian mythical kings such as Jamshid.31 The very title of Ārif ’s universal history

project, Shāhnāma, recalls the title of the eleventh-century Persian poet Abolqāsem

Ferdowsi (940–1020 AD), who drew on Iranian dynastic mythology for his canon-

ical work. In her study of the Ottoman illustrated histories, Emine Fetvaci observes

that “the widespread appeal of [Ferdowsi’s] work in the medieval and early mod-

ern Turco-Persian world must be related to the fact that its heroes are drawn from

Iran and Turan, hence are possible role models for Turkic dynasties as well.”32

Eryilmaz’s recent study of the Shāhnāma and the Tomar has shown how these

products of ambitious Ottoman historiography adopted mythical history and the

mantel of kingship and empire to validate the universal rule of Süleyman.33 Eryil-

maz conjectures that the Tomar’s genealogical program was most likely based on

the prose of Ārif ’s Shāhnāma. One recalls here the same pattern with the Ilkhanid

genealogies mentioned above, a diagram serving as a visual mnemonic companion

to a prose document.34 Eryilmaz describes the program of the Imperial Scroll as
29. Fethullah Çelebi is also known as Ārif.
30. The title of the first volume is Anbiyanameh.
31. “The name of Jamshid who is one of the most important protagonists of the volume does not

appear in the chapter headings.” Eryilmaz, “From Adam to Süleyman,” 118.
32. Emine Fetvaci, Picturing History at the Ottoman Court (Bloomington, IN, 2013), 15.
33. Eryilmaz’s work builds on and revises the classic and influential work of ChristineWoodhead on

the role of şehnāmecis in the Ottoman courts. She has established that there was neither an official
Shāhnāma orthodoxy in the court of Süleyman nor an office of şehnāmeci during that time: existing
works influenced one another, as there was no established orthodoxy or prototype. See ChristineWood-
head, “Reading Ottoman Şehnāmes: Official Historiography in the Late Sixteenth Century,” Studia
Islamica 104–5 (2007): 67–80. While characterizing Woodhead’s pioneering scholarship as “defining
our understanding of the official court historian for more than twenty years,” Fetvaci’s 2013 book men-
tions Eryilmaz’s revisionist work and observes that “the validity of a well-defined, official post for the early
period has recently been questioned by Eryilmaz” (Fetvaci, Picturing History, 65).

34. Shu’ab-i panjgāna, a diagram, served as a visual mnemonic companion to the prose document,
Jami al Tavārikh.
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follows. The line of Adam splits into three branches. The central one follows the

biblical line of the prophets through Muhammad and the Islamic dynasties down

to Süleyman. The Persian line appears on the left, beginning with the first king,

Kiumars. This recalls the general schema of earlier Ilkhanid genealogies as well as

of al-Sharif ’s Subhat-al-Akhbar.35 However, if we accept Eryilmaz’s preliminary

report of the Tomar as accurate, we discover at least two fundamental differences

between its ideological program and that of the scroll that is the focus of this essay,

al-Sharif ’s Subhat-al-Akhbar. The first concerns the origins of the Ottomans. As

indicated earlier, al-Sharif ’s scroll bypasses the Islamic dynastic line and Chingiz

Khan’s descendants, jumping toMaagin, a biblical contemporary of the charismatic

Persian mythical king Jamshīd. Second, the Tomar begins with the creation of the

universe, not with Adam, contrary to both the Shāhnāma and al-Sharif ’s scroll.

Eryilmaz is led to conclude that, at the death of Ārif in 1562, no one stood in line

to take his place. In September 1563, a second şehnāmeci, known as Eflātụ̄n, was ap-

pointed to work on the Tomar.36

The timing of the Tomar project during the last years of Süleyman’s rule coin-

cides with the writing of al-Sharif ’s Laurentian scroll. We recall that al-Sharif ’s

preface appealed to Süleyman for protection, yet his scroll terminates with the date

of Süleyman’s death in 1566. Given Eryilmaz’s conclusions that the Tomar was the

work of Eflātụ̄n and that this labor began after 1563, we can be almost certain that

al-Sharif ’s Laurentian Subhat-al-Akhbarwas not based on the imperial Tomar and

was written earlier.

This context sheds light on al-Sharif ’s introductory comments regarding the

scroll’s provenance. Al-Sharif ’s self-referential remarks occupy a conspicuous

portion of the preface. The author indicates that he had been contemplating the

venture, independently, for a considerable period and that he had taken into ac-

count the efforts of his predecessors. Could he have been referring to Ārif ’s

Shāhnāma, which during this time was to be the basis for a genealogical tree in
35. In the case of the Tomar, the first Persian King, Kiumars, appears as the descendent of Seth and
not Seth’s son Qanin. The right branch of the Tomar stems from Cain and is extinguished after Noah
(Eryilmaz, “Şehnāmecis of Sultan Süleyman,” 246–47). Ilkhanid genealogy by Hmd Allah Mustawfi
(1281–1339) and the Ilkhanid universal history Tarikh-i Guzida cover the period from the creation
to 1329. The author’s design creates a hierarchy in the middle, left, and right of the page, and it links
the trees together, creating a universal line. See Binbaş, “Structure and Function,” 499–504.

36. In her PhD dissertation, Eryilmaz convincingly argues that Eflātụ̄n is the author of the Imperial
Scroll because in the introduction he says that he studied extensively the notes and works of his pre-
decessor. Since he was the second royal şehnāmeci, he could have had a predecessor in his position. See
Eryilmaz, “Şehnāmecis of Sultan Süleyman,” 78, 128, and chap. 6.
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the form of a scroll—the shorthand version that materialized as the Tomar?37 Al-

Sharif suggests that changed circumstances have made possible the execution of

his scroll. He is also explicit about attacks he has suffered by enemies as a result

of attempting this project. Could Ārif ’s passing and Süleyman’s interest in a ge-

nealogical tree in the form of a scroll be the changed circumstances to which

al-Sharif alludes? Could he have been competing with Eflātụ̄n for the position

of şehnāmeci, in the aftermath of Ārif ’s death? Was he hoping for a commis-

sion?38 Eryilmaz has shown that Eflātụ̄n had already plotted against his predeces-

sor Ārif, spreading rumors that Ārif was not a poet worthy of the Sultan.39 This

dynamic, and the ad hoc way in which the position of şehnāmeci was filled, recalls

the competitive and insecure milieu that al-Sharif explicitly records in his Subhat-

al-Akhbar. Al-Sharif ’s scroll, then, was possibly made as a draft or sketch, with

which the creator hoped to win the patronage of Süleyman.

Indeed, al-Sharif ’s Subhat-al-Akhbar resembles more of an outline than a final

product and would not have been worthy of representing Sultan Süleyman—either

internally, to his court, or externally, to foreign dignitaries. The quality of the scroll’s

calligraphy is subpar. The text possesses no decorative component. The lines, cir-

cles, and texts are poorly sketched. Several circles are left empty; some are partially

erased. One cannot be sure that the document was ever presented to Süleyman or

that Süleyman in some other fashion acquired it. Whether commissioned by or

presented to Süleyman, al-Sharif ’s scroll attests not only to the ideology of the Ot-

toman court of the period but also to the general interest of the Medici Granducal

collection in procuring genealogies of Asian dynasties. The latter will now be an-

alyzed in the context of two related issues: the Medici Grand Duke’s project of le-

gitimizing hereditary monarchy in a city with a strong republican past, and two

hundred years of Florentine humanist historiography regarding Asia.

RENAISSANCE HUMANISTS ’ HISTORICAL REAL IGNMENT OF AS IA

For medieval historians writing in the West, the line of succession of Asian dynas-

ties proceeded from the Assyrians to the Babylonians (who oppressed Israel), the

Persians (who oppressed the Greeks and Romans), and the Saracens and the Turks

(who oppressed the Christian West). The Turks were typically posited as the suc-
37. One may be tempted to think that he might be referring to an earlier Subhat-al-Akhbar, by
Yusuf ibn Abd al-Latif (1545), mentioned in Piemontese, Catalogo di manoscritti persiani, 61. But
the overall context of the preface points to Ārif ’s work.

38. Further work on the Tomar and other Subhat al-Akhbars by Ottoman scholars will allow us to
think about the possible effects of this competition on the composition of the Tomar itself.

39. Eryilmaz, “Şehnāmecis of Sultan Süleyman,” 265.
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cessors of the Persian Empire; they represented an ancient monarchy that was a

worthy enemy of Rome. In the fifteenth century, Italian historians started to prefer

a different genealogy and narrative concerning the national identity of the Turks.40

Before the capture of Constantinople, the Turks had been identified as the original

Trojans, in the spirit of anti-Greek sentiments prevalent in Latin Christendom. Af-

ter 1453, a campaign to recast the genealogy was spearheaded by Pope Pius II, Ae-

neas Silvius Piccolomini.41 The new genealogy invented a Scythian origin of the

Turks: “Those who are now called Turks (Turchi) are not, as some think, the Tro-

jans or the Persians. They are a race of Scythians from the center of Barbary; they

are reported at an earlier time to have had their base beyond the Euxine and the Pe-

richeanmountains near the northernOcean, asAethicus the philosopher opines.”42

Other philo-Turk humanists continued to support the “Trojan Thesis,” largely

depending on the exigencies of local Italian politics. The pro-Ottoman propaganda

in general aimed at “domesticating” the Turks, while Piccolomini’s aimed at “alien-

ating” them from civilization.43 Far from inheriting the mantel of imperial Persian

despotism or monarchy, the Scythian Turks, according to Pius II’s interpretation,

were inherently peripheral to civilization, whether European or Asiatic.44

In this historical realignment, Persia, previously cast as the Eastern enemy of

Rome, emerges as a nation more akin to Rome’s partner in imperial rule. Persia

gains status and legitimacy; in the fifteenth century, it was also plagued, like the Ro-

mans, by the Turks. In his cosmographic, historical work, Asia, Pius II maintains

that after the Arab conquests of the seventh century AD, all the ancient nations

of the East lost their individual identities, becoming Saracen. He asserts that the

Arabs had suppressed the name of the Parthians, the ancient rulers of Persia, for
40. For an account of this historiographical realignment, see Margaret Meserve, Empires of Islam in
Renaissance Historical Thought (Cambridge, 2008), esp. chap. 2.

41. JamesHankins, “Renaissance Crusaders: Humanist Crusade Literature in the Age ofMehmed II,”
Dumbarton Oaks Papers 49 (1995): 111–207. For a discussion of the local factors involving pro-Ottoman
and anti-Medicean propaganda in Florence, see Stefano Dall’Aglio, The Duke’s Assassin: Exile and Death
of Lorenzino de’Medici (New Haven, CT, 2015); and Pier Mattia Tommasino, L’Alcorano di Macometto:
Storia di un libro del Cinquecento europeo (Bologna, 2013), 240–47.

42. Hankins, “Renaissance Crusaders,” 137.
43. Ibid., 141.
44. It should be emphasized that Piccolomini’s view was not the only view of the Turks, but it was

an influential one. Recent scholarship has uncovered work by humanists who not only favored the Ot-
tomans but also composed for them. See Emilio Lippi, “‘Per dominar il mondo al mondo nato.’ Vita
e gesta di Selim I Sültano,” Quaderni Veneti 40 (2004): 17–106; Ana Pulido, “A Pronouncement of Al-
liance: An Anonymous Illuminated Venetian Manuscript for Sultan Süleyman,” Muqarnas 29 (2012):
102–51. The humanist Giovanni Mario Filelfo, whose father Francesco agreed with Pius II regarding
the supposed Scythian origins of the Turks, e.g., revives the Trojan ancestry of Turks inAmyris (ca. 1476),
a panegyric to the Sultan. See Meserve, Empires of Islam, 41; and Nancy Bisaha, Creating East and West:
Renaissance Humanists and the Ottoman Turks (Philadelphia, 2004), 91
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over 750 years.45 However, with the rise of Timur in the late fourteenth century and

his defeat of the Ottoman Bayazid I, the Persian/Parthian nation (and prestige) en-

joyed a revival. Cast as a Parthian or Persian prince and celebrated as the savior

from the East, Timur would help defeat the Ottomans, the menace at the shore

of the Christian West.46

Even though the Ilkhanid dynasties in Persia had been reviving pre-Islamic Per-

sian mythology and symbolism for over a century for purposes of political legitima-

tion, in the West it was the humanists’ rehabilitation of Timur in the late fifteenth

century that rendered the ancient and mythical Persia politically significant for

Christian rulers in Europe wary of the Ottomans’ advance. Previously presented

as either a Tartar lord or a ruler from yet another uncivilized country, Timur was

thereby endowed with a novel, Persian national identity. In his crusade letters of

the 1450s, Francesco Filelfo refers to Timur in grandiose terms as the divinely sent

savior dispatched by Christ to save Christians. Similarly, in De Varietate Fortunae

(1447), Poggio Bracciolini—the renowned humanist, diplomat, scholar, and advi-

sor to Cosimo de’ Medici—casts Timur as a Parthian prince. In historiographical

works produced after the fall of Constantinople to Mehmed II in 1453, Italian hu-

manists developed a politically useful and heroic image of Timur as a noble eastern

prince from Imperial Persia, savior of Europe.47

In this revisionist historiography, ancient Persia was raised to the status of a no-

ble civilization, worthy of emulation by the West. Two Florentine translations of

Xenophon’s Cyropedia (1467), undertaken in the course of thirty years, presented

the Persian King Cyrus as a consummate philosopher prince and a paragon of royal

wisdom, virtue, piety, and political savvy. Francesco Filelfo, in the introduction to

his translation—dedicated to Pius II—stresses that any monarchies whose author-

ity rested on ancient foundations were divinely ordained regardless of where they
45. See Margaret Meserve, “From Samarkand to Scythia: Reinventions of Asia in Renaissance Ge-
ography and Political Thought,” in Pius II “el piu expeditivo pontifice”: Selected Studies on Aeneas
Silvius Piccolomini, ed. Z. Von Martels and A. Vanderjagt (Leiden, 2003), 13–39. This claim, specifi-
cally about the suppression of Parthian history and names, is relevant. This was a practice of the Sas-
sanian kings, who, in reviving and adopting an Orthodox Zoroastrian dogma and symbolism, sup-
pressed an older Mithraic symbolism prevalent in the Parthian dynasty originating in eastern Iran
(see Soudavar, Aura of Kings, 31).

46. The Tuscan humanist Raffaele Maffei suggested that from the time of Cyrus to that of the Magi
and on to the present age, Persia had been the cradle of wise and formidable kings. See Meserve, Em-
pires of Islam, 218. Francesco Filelfo, in the preface to his translation of Cyropedia, says that “if we look
at history, we find that the Persians spring from a most noble race and are in no way wild or unciv-
ilized” and that “for Persians ingratitude is worst of all evils” (quoted in ibid., 228). Uzun Hassan and
Safavid Shah Esmael of Persia were both viewed as saviors from the East. The latter was viewed as sym-
pathetic to Christians and, as a Shia Shah, an enemy of the Sunni Turks (ibid., 231–36).

47. Ibid., 215–23.
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were located. Throughout the fifteenth century, Persia was envisioned as home to

the magi, sibyls, astrologers, and visionaries.48 At a time when humanist commen-

tators went out of their way to deny the Ottoman Turks any sort of respectable ge-

nealogy, they endowed Persia, the opponent of the Ottoman power on its eastern

front, with precisely that trait.

When in the sixteenth century Ottoman historians posited their dynasty as the

heir of ancient Persia for political legitimation, they were not only continuing the

practice of Ilkhanid and Timurid historians in the fourteenth and fifteenth centu-

ries, but according to Gülru Necipoğlu, they were engaging in a “dialogic response

to the Renaissance humanist demonization of Sultan.”49 The chronicle of Krito-

voulos, historian in the court of Mehmed II, not only adopted the Trojan thesis

but also elaborated an ancient Persian genealogy for the founder of the Ottoman

dynasty.50 In Gülru Necipoğlu’s view, these strategies were attempts to engage with

Renaissance humanists:

The Sultan’s Italian tutors and advisers may have played a role in elaborat-

ing the common Trojan lineage of the Turks and Romans (descendants of

Aeneas) to make him appear less “foreign” in the Latin West. . . . Perhaps

because of the anti-Greek bias of the Trojan legend, Kritovoulos preferred

to construct an equally noble Perso-Achaemenid genealogy for his “philhel-

lenic” patron’s ancestor, ʿOsmān, the founder of the dynasty. He thus en-

gaged in the polemics of humanist crusade literature, which after 1453 began

to argue that the Turks were neither Trojans nor Persians, but rather “bar-

barian” Scythians. Kritovoulos reserved the lowly term “Scythian” for Timur,

the arch-enemy of the Ottomans, thereby participating in the humanist “pol-

itics of ethnology.”His Greek chronicle, modeled on classical prototypes, can

be read, in my view, as a dialogical response to the Renaissance humanists’

demonization of the Sultan as an “inhuman” barbarian inimical to “Western

civilization.”51
48. Jenny Rose, The Image of Zoroaster: The Persian Mage through European Eyes (New York,
2000), chap. 3.

49. Ibid., 11.
50. Gülru Necipoğlu, “Visual Cosmopolitanism and Creative Translation: Artistic Conversations

with Renaissance Italy inMehmed II’s Constantinople,”Muqarnas 29 (2012): 1–81. Kritovoulos recounts
thewell-knownMehmed’s 1462 visit to Troy: “Kritovoulos portrays the sultan as a neo-Alexander revers-
ing the course of history by enacting the East’s revenge upon theWest. . . . The Sultan . . . boasts of having
avenged Troy and its inhabitants through his own conquests.”Kritovoulos “alludes to the legendary Tro-
jan ancestry of the Turks (equated with the Teucri of Virgil) as descendants of Teucer” (ibid., 9–10).

51. Ibid., 10–11.
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This humanist “demonization” of Ottomans, it is important to note, was not mono-

lithic and should be understood in the context of not only international anti-

Ottoman political alliances but also the local geopolitics of early modern Italian

cities, which engaged in foreign diplomacy independently of one another and of-

ten for competitive purposes. In the last quarter of the sixteenth century, a coali-

tion of southern European states, including the Grand Duchy of Tuscany and led

by Phillip II of Spain, challenged the Ottomans in the Mediterranean and sought

an alliance with Persia. Venice, however, had conducted independent peace trea-

ties with the Ottomans in 1479 and again in 1573. It is not surprising, then, to find

that the two sixteenth-century portraits depicting Ottoman Sultans as exalted em-

perors, albeit in anonymous manuscripts, are Venetian productions.52 In 1589, in

fact, Venice infuriated the Tuscan Grand Duke when it subverted Ferdinando I’s

attempt to mobilize a great Western alliance of Phillip II of Spain and the Pope

with Persia against the Ottoman Turks.53

THE AL - SHAR IF SCROLL ’ S ARR IVAL AND ITS RECEPT ION

AT THE MEDIC I COLLECT ION

During the second half of the sixteenth century, the Medici and humanists of Flor-

ence displayed a renewed interest in royal genealogies, particularly those of the

Persian dynasties. On the one hand, this phenomenonwas due to the anti-Ottoman

sentiment stemming from international geopolitics. On the other hand, it repre-

sented a response to local Tuscan politics. For the Medici rulers of Florence, a fam-

ily seeking to establish a hereditary monarchy within a city endowed with a strong
52. One is a panegyric to Süleyman just before the Sultan’s military campaigns against Hungary,
and the other is an epic dedicated to Selim I’s victory over Persian Safavids and Egyptian Mamluks.
The former portrays Süleyman as surpassing all other emperors and the House of ʿOsmān as having
descended from Apollo and Cassandra; it is discussed in Pulido, “Pronouncement of Alliance,” 101–51.
The other image is from a manuscript in Veneto-Emiliana dialect, dedicated to Sultan Selim I (r. 1512–
20) and discussed in Lippi, “Per dominar,” 17–106. Dall’Aglio, Duke’s Assassin, and Tommasino,
L’Alcorano di Macometto, 24–247, address pro-Ottoman propaganda in anti-Medicean Florence
and in Venice, respectively.

53. One of Ferdinando I’s first initiatives as GrandDuke of Tuscanywas to undertake the bold gesture
of spearheading the military alliance with Persia against the Ottomans in 1587; see Mahnaz Yousefzadeh,
“The Sea of Oman: Ferdinand I, G. B. Vecchietti, and the Armour of Shah ‘Abbās I,” Rivista degli Studi
Orientali 90, nos. 1–4 (2017): 51–74. The new ruler of Persia, ‘Abbās had petitioned Ferdinando through
Giovanni Battista Vecchietti for military aid against the Ottomans. See Ugo Tucci, “Una relazione di
Giovan Battista Vecchietti sulla Persia e sul Regno di Hormuz (1587),” Oriente Moderno 35 (April 1955):
149–60. The archival sources relevant to this argument are in the State Archives of Florence. ASF 4920,
folio 23,May 1589, is, e.g., a request by Ferdinando addressed to Philip II of Spain to send strategic ar-
tillery to ‘Abbās. The alliance did not happen because, according to Tucci and Piemontese, the Venetians
sabotaged it.
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and defiant republican tradition, royal genealogical trees were especially well suited,

as I will show below.

In a recent examination of the transition from republic to principality in Flor-

ence, Gregory Murry draws attention to the crucial role played by political theol-

ogy in Cosimo I’s (1537–74) introduction of hereditary monarchy (through the

male line) into republican Florence.54 Cosimo cultivated a Neoplatonist human-

istic canon that supported divine right to rule. By synthesizing ancient and sacred

texts, the Florentine Neoplatonists had contributed to the ascendancy of provi-

dential thinking in Florence.55 Since he lacked noble blood, Cosimo claimed divine

right vis-à-vis a particular historical and genealogical program. It was the “provi-

dence of God” rather than his connection with a particular lineage that had “raised

him from the private state to ducal dignity.”56

Murry argues that the Medici propaganda functioned well because providential

thinking enjoyed great currency in sixteenth-century Florence.57 Widespread as-

trological practices connecting divine power to the natural world reinforced this

view. Similarly, genealogical diagrams linked the natural world to divine causa-

tion, as the power of God ascended or descended—depending on the eschatolog-

ical model—along the individual links of the chain of being.58 In this Neoplatonic

Weltanschauung, the string of causation was akin to that of fate or providence.

When Scipione Ammirato, official historian and creator of the Genealogical Tree

of the Medici Grand Dukes, stated that the election of Cosimo was based on the

will of the people and that of God, he invoked such a view.59 This coincidence of

divine and popular causation, however, demanded concrete representation. Gene-

alogical diagrams visually portraying royal succession were thought to offer appro-

priate images of legitimation.
54. Gregory Murry, The Medicean Succession: Monarchy and Sacral Politics in Duke Cosimo dei
Medici’s Florence (Cambridge, MA, 2014), 19. Even before Vasari painted the apotheosis of Cosimo
I in the Palazzo Vecchio in Florence in 1565, Cosimo I, as first Duke and then Grand Duke of Tuscany,
had begun patronizing a cultural program designed to create a hereditary monarchy and validate him-
self as a godlike prince.

55. Neoplatonists such as Pico della Mirandola and Marsilio Ficino synthesized religious texts from
Genesis and Saint Augustine with ancient texts such as Hermes Trismegistus and Plato. See ibid., 26–28.

56. Ibid., 54.
57. Neoplatonists in Cosimo’s Tuscany used Plato to defend the Augustinian doctrine of providen-

tial care. See ibid., 60–75. For a nuanced and brilliant discussion of the theological foundations for po-
litical legitimation of Cosimo I, see the chapter entitled “Divine Rule and Providential Worldview”
(ibid., 50–104).

58. Even Girolamo Savonarola, who was no friend of the Medici, said at the turn of the century that
causation was like “an onion with layers enveloped within layers” (quoted in ibid., 70).

59. Ibid., 99.
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In 1570, Cosimo I invited the historian and genealogist Scipione Ammirato to

Florence, requesting that he write a history of the city, as well as a genealogical tree

of the Medici family. Ammirato, originally from Lecce, had studied in Naples and

had been introduced to the literate circles in Rome and Venice. While in Naples, he

had conducted archival research for writing family genealogies that he completed

in 1580 in Florence and dedicated to Cardinal Ferdinando de’Medici.60 Under the

patronage of theMedici, working at their palaces and villas, Ammirato studied and

developed the art of representing the genealogical trees for noble and royal families

from Naples, Tuscany, and Austria, as well as the Granduchi di Toscana genealo-

gies. Ammirato likely enjoyed access to “native”models of sacred genealogies, such

as the fourteenth-century Tree of Life, an enormous fresco by Taddeo Gaddi in the

refectory of the Church of Santa Croce.61 Yet the period during which Ammirato

worked on his genealogical projects, from 1577 to 1600, coincided with the time

during which Ferdinando de’ Medici—to whom the Famiglie nobili napoletani

was dedicated in 1580—undertook an extensive effort to purchase oriental manu-

scripts for theMedici private library and printing press. I have found in the archives

an urgent order from Giovanni Battista Raimondi (b. Naples, 1536; d.Rome, 1614),

the director of the TipografiaMedicea (Medici Oriental Press) who was working un-

der the patronage of Cardinal (and subsequently Grand Duke) Ferdinando de’Me-

dici, to book agentswhowere dispatched to the Levant, Ethiopia, andPersia to procure

books andpursue diplomaticmissions.62 Raimondi requested that the agents purchase

“genealogical trees”of Persian kings, in anywaypossible and in any available language.

A full accounting of the Medici Oriental Press lies outside the scope of the cur-

rent study. Yet a profile of the oriental manuscript collection in which I located al-

Sharif ’s scroll helps establish how and why the document found its way to Florence.

A survey of the oriental manuscripts within the Laurentian Library establishes three
60. See Eric Cochrane, Florence in the Forgotten Centuries, 1527–1800 (Chicago, 1973), 95–161. Book
2 of Cochrane’s Florence is a detailed and illuminating discussion of the role of Scipione Ammirato in the
political and intellectual culture of Florence during Cosimo’s, Francesco’s, and Ferdinando’s rule. See also
Rodolfo de Mattei, “Ammirato, Scipione,” Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, vol. 3 (Rome, 1961).

61. Scipione Ammirato, Famiglie nobili napoletani (Florence, 1580), Albero di casa di Austria (Flor-
ence, 1585), Granduchi di Toscana (Florence, 1630), which was published by his son, and Delle famiglie
nobili fiorentine (Florence, 1615).

62. Archivio di Stato di Firenze (hereafter ASF), Miscellanea Medicea 719, ins. 56, fol. 71v. Folders
717–22 of the Miscellanea Medicea contain the documents relevant to the Medici Oriental Press. See
Margherita Farina, “La nascita della tipografia medicea: Personaggi e idee,” in Le vie delle lettere, ed.
Sara Fani and Margherita Farina (Florence, 2012), 43–72. See also Beatrice Biagioli, Gabriella Cibei,
and Veronica Vestri, Archivio di Stato di Firenze, Miscellanea Medicea III (451–730) (Rome, 2014).
The authors of this inventory summarily group fols. 62–76 in Miscellanea Medicea 719, ins. 56, and
describe them as notes in Italian with insertions in Arabic.
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separate provenances.63 The earliest, now in the Pluto Collection, originates from a

fifteenth-century family collection owned by Cosimo Vecchio and Lorenzo the

Magnificent. The manuscripts predate al-Sharif ’s scroll.64 The second assortment,

the most numerous and important, is composed of volumes that were purchased

for or collected in the context of the Medici Oriental Press. Founded by Ferdinando

de’Medici, the purpose of the press was to procure, print, and market original man-

uscripts.65 Raimondi (or his agents, Giovanni Battista Vecchietti and Girolamo

Vecchietti), appointed by Ferdinando as director of the press, obtained texts in

the Levant, Persia, and India.66 In addition, a substantial number (108) of volumes

entered the collection in 1586, when Ferdinando acquired the private holdings of the

bibliophile Naʾmattallah, Patriarch of the Syrian church of Antioch, who had taken

refuge in Italy with his collection of books after surviving a dangerous sea passage in

1577.67 The Patriarch’s collection of books includes astrological, medical, and scien-

tific tracts, a plethora of works by the Persian poet Saadi, and several copies of

Nezāmi’s Khamsināmi and Eskandarnāmi. A third category of oriental manuscripts
63. This survey is based on a two-month-long consultation at the Laurentian Library in 2008.
64. These books were shelved and chained to the consultation tables in Michelangelo’s famous

Reading Room.
65. Ferdinando founded the Medici Press under the protection of Pope Gregory XIII while he was

a cardinal in Rome. The press was established primarily for the purpose of printing a polyglot bible.
The scholarly literature on the press is recent and growing. See Farina, “Nascita della tipografia”; Robert
Jones, “The Medici Oriental Press (Rome 1584–1614) and the Impact of Its Arabic Publications on
Northern Europe,” inThe “Arabick” Interest of the Natural Philosophers in Seventeenth-Century England,
ed. Gül A. Russell (Leiden, 1994), 88–108, and “Learning Arabic in Renaissance Europe (1505–1624)”
(PhD diss., School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London, 1988); Angelo Michele
Piemontese, “Leggere e scrivere ‘orientalia’ in Italia,” Annali della Scuola Normale Superiore di Pisa,
3rd ser., 23 (1993): 427–53, and “I fondi dei manoscritti arabi, persiani e turchi in Italia,” in Gli Arabi
in Italia: Cultura, contatti e tradizioni, ed. F. Gabrieli and U. Scerrato (Milan, 1979), 661–88; Mario
Casari, “Eleven Good Reasons for Learning Arabic in Late-Renaissance Italy: A Memorial by Giovan
Battista Raimondi,” in Renaissance Studies in Honor of Joseph Connors, ed. M. Israëls, L. A. Waldman,
et al. (Florence, 2013), 545–57, “The Conceits of Poetry: Firdausi’s Shahnama and the Discovery of Per-
sian in Early Modern Europe,” La Trobe Journal 91 (Spring 2013): 119–35, and “Giovanni Battista Rai-
mondi,” in Dizionario Biografico degli Italiani, vol. 57 (Roma, 2016); G. E. Saltini, “Della Stamperia
Orientale Medicea e di Giovanni Battista Raimondi,” Giornale Storico degli Archivi Toscani 4 (1860):
297–308.

66. The Vecchietti brothers had two main missions in Egypt and Syria (1584–97), and Persia and
India (1599–1608). Giovanni Battista continued to serve as the Persian advisor and at times delegate to
Ferdinando I throughout his reign as Grand Duke.

67. He is referred to as “Mons. Patriarca” in manuscripts’ inside covers in the Laurentian Library.
For biographical notes on the life of the Patriarch, see George Saliba, Islamic Science and the Making of
the European Renaissance (Cambridge, 2007), 228–30. Saliba derives his information on this Patriarch
primarily from a note written by Yuhanna ‘Azzô’s Arabic translation of the Syriac autobiographical
letter sent by the Patriarch fromRome to Antioch. See also Yuhanna ‘Azzô, “Risalat al-batriyark Ighnatius
Ni’meh,” al-Mashriq 31 (1933): 613–23, 730–37, 831–38; Jones, “Learning Arabic,” 40–43, and “Medici
Oriental Press,” 88–108.
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represents stately gifts—exquisitely illuminated manuscripts that were donated in

1623–25 by Mustafa Pasha, Ottoman commander in Egypt.68

Al-Sharif ’s scroll does not fit the profile of a diplomatic gift; it is too poor a pro-

duction. There is evidence that it was brought into Italy as part of Patriarch Naʿma-

tallah’s collection, although the manuscript does not bear his name as it does in

many other manuscripts that were part of his collection. Nor does it appear in the

partial list, made by Raimondi, of the books from the Patriarch’s library brought

into the Medici collection.69 Yet an examination of the manuscript by Margherita

Farina, the editor of the catalog onOrientalManuscripts in Biblioteca Laurenziana,

revealed a telling signature watermark that establishes that the scroll arrived in

Rome in the 1570s as part of the original collection of the Patriarch.70 The same

watermark is found in several manuscripts that certainly came with the Patriarch.

While usage of this kind of watermark was common in theMiddle East at the time,

it is meaningful only in the specific context of the Laurentian Library collection.

What is certain is that it was after a careful inventory of the Patriarch’s library

already in Florence and at the disposal of the GrandDuke that Raimondi placed the

order for a Persian royal genealogy.71 In a letter to his agents heading to the Levant,

Raimondi makes a list of oriental books that would complete the collection and in-

sists that they be sought out and purchased. At the end of the letter, Raimondi notes

that “se si ritrovasse un arboro della famiglia o genealogia dei Re di Persia si pigli in

ogni modo in qualunque lingua che sia” (if a family or genealogical tree of the kings

of Persia is found, acquire it in any way possible and in any language).72 There, the

document ends. Raimondi is specifically inquiring into a genealogical tree, not just

any narrative prose. The placement of the order for a genealogy of Persian kings

is also significant. It was added after an examination of the list of manuscripts in

the Patriarch’s collection, which included al-Sharif ’s scroll. On the basis of this ev-

idence, it is quite logical to assume that the last item was added on the suggestion

of his court historian, Scipione Ammirato, who was then working on genealogical
68. BML, ms. Or 5. Shāhnāma of Ferdowsi. Persian National Epic. Ferdowsi 1000 AD. The narra-
tive begins with mythic times and ends with the historical period of the post-Arab conquest. BML,
ms. Or 11. Nezami: 12th Century, Persian epic poet at the court of Sassanid and Saljuqi kings.

69. There is a document in the Biblioteca Nazionale Centrale of Florence compiled by Raimondi
(Magl. Cl. III 102) that contains a partial list of the books he received from the Patriarch.

70. Farina has been collecting a picture of all the watermarks on the manuscripts in this collection.
71. See Fani and Farina, Le vie delle lettere, 57–60 and passim.
72. In 1584, the director of the Medici Oriental Press, Raimondi, placed an urgent order for a Per-

sian royal genealogy with his book agents, the Vecchietti brothers, who were sent to purchase books in
the Levant. This order is in the form of a small leaflet in Raimondi’s hand containing a list of books that
are still missing from the Medici collection (technically from the Patriarch’s library, which was at
Raimondi’s and Ferdinando I’s disposal). ASF, Miscellanea Medicea 719, ins. 51, fol. 3r.
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trees in Ferdinando’s court. Who else in Ferdinando’s court would be urgently

looking for an “abero [sic] genealogico” apart from the court genealogist? In my

view, the presence of al-Sharif ’s scroll in the Medici collection following its arrival

in Italy with the Patriarch generated further interest not only in Persico-Islamic ge-

nealogies themselves but also in such genealogies on the part of the Medici.73

GENEALOGICAL REPRESENTATIONS IN FLORENCE AND IN

THE I SLAMIC TRADIT ION : TREES , D IAGRAMS , SCROLLS

A genealogical diagram such as Subhat-al-Akhbar likely served Scipione Ammirato

as a useful source, even though he did not adopt its form in his worksDelle famiglie

nobili fiorentine and Granduchi di Toscana. Since the medieval period, the preva-

lent form of genealogical representation in the ChristianWest had been the Tree of

Life or Tree of Jesse. Adapting this tradition, Ammirato, together with his Euro-

pean counterparts, settled on the arboreal tree form to represent sixteenth-century

royal genealogies. Yet thefigure of the tree, as ChristianeKlapisch-Zuber has shown,

created a design problem for family genealogists.74 Since it allows for a representa-

tion of a hierarchical form that exalts the new rather than the old, the tree is a fitting

image for Christian hermeneutics, which held that the old had only prefigured the

coming of the new. As the tree reaches upward, it is the new, the edge, rather than

the root, which is exalted. In the Tree of Jesse, for example, Jesus grows out of the

seed of Jesse, David’s father, whose seed is placed below, as a root. The placement of

the seed at the bottom connotes a specific eschatology of ascent, rather than descent.

Jesus is prefigured and promised, but he rises up to become hierarchically situated

at the top. This hierarchical representation presented a dilemma for Renaissance ge-

nealogists. The tree scheme would place the most honored ancient forefathers,

problematically, at the bottomof a page, at the root of the tree. To dealwith this awk-

wardness, as Klapisch-Zuber has shown, royal genealogists inverted the tree so that

the roots would appear at the top, as the tree hung upside down, growing downward.

The image thereby upheld the exalted position of the dynastic founders.
73. Among the tomes brought into the Medici collection was the oldest existing copy of the
Shāhnāma of Ferdowsi, procured by Girolamo Vecchietti in Cairo in 1590. See Casari, “Conceits of
Poetry,” 119–35. On the discovery of the Shāhnāma in the National Library of Florence, see Angelo
Michele Piemontese, “Nuova luce su Firdawsī. Uno “Šāhnāma” datato 614 H./1217 a Firenze,” Annali
dell’Istituto Universitario Orientale di Napoli 40 (1980): 1–43. In fact, Girolomo himself began to work
on De anno primitiuo ab exordio mundi ad annum Julianum accommodato et de sacrorum temporum
ratione libri . . . , a universal chronology, published in 1621. I have not consulted this book.

74. Christiane Klapisch-Zuber, “The Genesis of the Family Tree,” I Tatti Studies in the Italian Re-
naissance 4 (1991): 105–29.
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In Florence, the tree model introduced a second problem: the thorny issue of

the republican and anti-monarchical tradition of the Florentine republic. To depict

the Medici from the time of the Republic to the foundation of the principality with

Cosimo I—a Cosimo elected by the people and ordained by God but also political

heir to the republic—Ammirato had to seek out a schema that lent itself to synthetic

form. It is possible that he placed an order for a genealogical tree, arbero genealogico,

of Persian kings as a secular example of the representation of princely succession.

Subhat-al-Akhbar, like other Persian genealogies, not only addressed the issue of

ascent or descent but also brought conflicting traditions (Persian and Islamic gene-

alogies) into harmony. We recall, in fact, that Persian genealogies were engineered

in the thirteenth-century Islamic world to address these two specific issues: (1) the

matter of ascent and descent, as addressed first by Fakh-i Modabbir in Shajarīye

Ansāb, and (2) the later appropriation of a pre-Islamic Persia by the Ilkhanids and

the Timurids, as discussed above. I will end this essay by comparing the tree and

the scroll as visual solutions to genealogical representation in Florence and in the

Persico-Islamic traditions and suggesting ways in which the distinct forms point

to differing philosophies of history.

On the most immediate level, al-Sharif ’s genealogical scroll is not a tree but a

diagram. At first glance, one notes that the figures lack “foliage” (i.e., leaf decora-

tions). The absencemight be explained by a prohibition of the depiction not only of

such embellishments per se but also of an uprooted or inverted tree in Islam. In a

verse that has bearing on visual aesthetics as well as the philosophy of language, the

Qur’ān compares a bad word to an uprooted tree.75 However, the difference be-

tween al-Sharif ’s diagram and genealogical trees is not merely decorative but also

structural.

The first organizational feature of al-Sharif ’s scroll is the way in which it deals

with the problem of hierarchy, ascent, and descent. Al-Sharif ’s diagram visualizes

an uninterrupted line of history, which begins with one source from the past, Adam,

and ends in the present with one figure, Süleyman. All lines, histories, and branches

converge in the Ottomans’ line as the heirs of world history. Subhat-al-Akhbar

transforms the prose of universal history into a diagram that can be read downward

or upward. Significantly, the scroll can be rolled (i.e., closed or opened from the top

or bottom; see figs. 2 and 3). As such, it is different from a tree, whether inverted or
75. Verse 14.24 in the Qur’ān says: “Have you not seen how God has coined a comparison: a good
word [kalima tạyyiba] is like a good tree [shajara tạyyiba], its roots firm, its branches reaching into the
sky.” Verse 14.26 continues: “The comparison of a bad word [kalima khabītha] is [that it is] like a bad
tree [shajara khabītha] which has been uprooted from the earth and has no stability.”
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upright, as it can commence with Adam or Süleyman and can be read along either

track. Since it is read vertically, it is also structurally different fromhorizontal scrolls

such as the Torah. The latter, by contrast and by way of example, must be construed

from right to left, beginning with the first letter of Bereshit, which itself forms

an anagram that opens the text and gives it a horizontal direction. The image of

the letter directs the interpretation, establishing an unequivocal beginning and se-

quence. Conversely, al-Sharif ’s scroll is structurally designed to open at the top or

the bottom. It has been preserved in the Laurentian library folded from the bottom,

opening at the top with Adam and the author’s preface. The bottom of the scroll,

where Süleyman’s name is recorded, bears the trace of a tight fold that must have

pressed it so that it would fit into a wooden box. Yet thanks to its design, the scroll

can open either with the Ottoman Sultan’s name or with Adam. In the former case,

Adam, the first man and ruler holding the original “seal,” is rolled into the core of

the scroll.
Figure 2. Scroll opened from the top. (Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, ms. Or. 429.) Color version

available as an online enhancement.
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The Subhat-al-Akhbar scroll transforms universal history from a two-

dimensional image or chart into a three-dimensional sculpture. As said above, the

genealogy is seven meters long and thirty-six centimeters wide; when rolled very

tightly to fit into its wooden box container, it is eight centimeters thick. Depend-

ing on which way one folds the scroll, either Adam or Süleyman dwells at the core.

When Adam sits at the initial open end, Süleyman is positioned structurally and

spatially, in the core, forming the seed of all that follows. He emerges, concretely,

as the Kholase, the “pure essence” of universal history. Conversely, if rolled in re-

verse fashion, Adam, the first man, forms the nucleus. As a three-dimensional en-

tity, Subhat-al-Akhbar embodies a nonhierarchical regime of succession or tempo-

rality. The seed, rather than at the bottom or the top, always remains at the physical

center, but the reading of the genealogy is reversible (figs. 4 and 5).
Figure 3. Scroll opened from the bottom. (Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, ms. Or. 429.) Color ver-

sion available as an online enhancement.
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The vertical scroll, possibly a response to the controversy about depicting in-

verted trees in Islam,76 is an ingenious solution to the problems of descent or ascent

mentioned in the beginning of this article. Yet, the three-dimensionality of Subhat-

al-Akhbar enjoys even further eschatological and philosophical implications. The

arboreal tree, no matter how large, forms a two-dimensional “page,” which in the

end forms an archaic image. Al-Sharif ’s scroll is not an image, whether it be open

or closed: when unrolled, it transforms the images or pages of the codex into an

uninterrupted seven-meter-long narrative. It enacts a double transformation of

prose into image and then image back into narrative. When closed, it is a sculpture

wherein the core and the loose end form a dialectical image, enacting an example of

messianic time between Adam and Süleyman.

Color version available as an online enhancement.
Figure 4. Scroll rolled tightly to fit its wooden case. (Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, ms. Or. 429.)
76. Binbaş observes: “Despite the fact that the word shajara is derived directly from the word shajar
‘tree,’ the arboreal imagery seems to be alien to the late medieval historians. This was probably because
of the clear Qur’ānic injunction condemning images of uprooted or inverted trees.” See Binbaş, “Struc-
ture and Function,” 509.
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The diagram scroll not only brings into a dialectical relation the beginning and

the end. It also synthesizes two distinct traditions, one Islamic and one mythico-

Persian, as well as different time frames. Ultimately, it forms an Ottoman con-

stellation within which the Ottoman present is a focal point of world history.77

Al-Sharif ’s genealogical diagram resembles an astrological tract depicting constel-

lations with circles and connecting lines—even though there are no references to

astrology in it—more than it does a tree. Finally, the scroll carries the authority of

divinely ordained rule, as it evokes the first toqrā, or “seal,” consecrating Adam’s

temporal rule.

Scholarly work on the archives of the Medici Oriental Press, as well as the Ori-

ental Manuscripts collection in the Laurentian Library to which al-Sharif ’s scroll

found its way, is still at an early stage. There are enormous challenges involved in

writing about this archive, which has remained by and large hidden from scholarly

research on the Medici and early modern Florence. Yet as the preceding analysis

has shown, it seems certain that al-Sharif ’s scroll was brought to Rome with the

library of the Patriarch of Antioch in 1577 and that it came into theMedici Oriental

collection during a period of intense genealogical work by Scipione Ammirato. The

fact that Ammirato dedicated his first genealogical tree to Ferdinando in 1580 en-

ables one to reasonably suggest the influence of this fascinating scroll on a key work

of Florentine historiography. And as this essay has shown, there is much more to

be done regarding the many ways in which oriental literature and aesthetics influ-

enced the development of cultural forms in early modern Italy.
Figure 5. Scroll in its wooden case. (Biblioteca Medicea Laurenziana, ms. Or. 429.) Color version

available as an online enhancement.
77. This section of my essay has benefited from the extraordinary workshop on Walter Benjamin’s
notion of image and time, led by Werner Hamacher and Andrew Benjamin (Goldsmith University,
London, November 2015), insofar as it clarified my understanding of Benjamin’s notions of messianic
time and “dialectical image.”




